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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce ourselves.  Thank you for the opportunity to speak to you about our study and paper.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We both served on an outreach committee  at University of Tennessee at Chattanooga (a mid-sized university, 10K FTE) for several years.  The committee’s charge was to promote library services & resources to the university community.  Due to the amount of time and effort that we put into this commmittee., we began to feel that working as an outreach librarian could be a full-time job unto itself.  This led us to speculate how other academic libraries manage and support their outreach program. 



Emily Ford writes in her 
blog, The Librarian with 
the Lead Pipe: 
 

“…outreach is…an 
afterthought, a 
department more likely to 
get cut, or [it comprises 
the] work function of only 
a few, such as your 
subject librarians.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our preliminary literature review, we came across a piece about outreach in Emily Ford’s blog, The Librarian w/ the Lead Pipe that describes one view of academic library outreach.  Emily Ford states that rather than integrating library promotion, advocacy, and targeted services, outreach is often more of an afterthought, or dept. that is likely to get cut, or is performed by only a few people in the library such a subject librarians.  
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Presentation Notes
Do academic libraries run their outreach programs like well-oiled machines? Do academic libraries have formal, organized structures for promoting their services and reaching out to their constituents?
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Presentation Notes
Or do academic library outreach programs look more like this?   



Does your library have a  
position dedicated to Outreach? 

Does your library have 
a budget for Outreach?  

What percentage of time is 
spent on Outreach? 

Does your library have a 
committee devoted to 
Outreach? 

What Outreach efforts does your 
library participate in? 

Does your library have a 
formal mission statement?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we thought more about outreach programs, these types of questions grew in our minds.  



Literature Review 



Methodology: Pilot Survey Led to a Broader 
Survey of LIBREF, academicpr@ala.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pilot survey: We examined the Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Learning and chose 25 library deans to survey from Associate to Doctorate-level institutionsBroader survey: We then sent the survey to the listservs LIBREF-L, academicpr@ala.org Confidentiality (library institution names were not used in the final results) and duplicates from the same institutions were removedMethodology:  We only counted those functions related to marketing, promotion, and PR.  While chat, library instruction, and liaison work might be characterized as types of outreach, they were not included in this study.  
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Survey Results at a Glance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to asking about whether libraries have a position dedicated to outreach, our survey also asked how time was spent on outreach.  While 43% seemed like a higher percentage of dedicated positions than we had expected, the majority of respondents said that they only spend 25-50% of their time on outreach.  This indicates that many “dedicated” outreach positions are in fact, split or half-time positions.We were interested to know whether libraries employee professional librarians in their outreach positions, or whether that position could be carried out by someone with a marketing/PR background.  62% are reported using a professional librarian.We wondered whether other libraries carry out the bulk of their outreach tasks thru the use of a committee.  In total, 19% reported having an outreach committee.  The average number of people per committee was 6, the mode was 5.  We had 2 components to the committee question: One component asked those that have a dedicated position, whether they also had a committee.  The second component asked about whether those libraries without a dedicated position had a committee. The dedicated positions reported a slightly higher percentage than the non-dedicated positions.  (25% v. 15%)   This surprised us as we thought that a library might make more use of a committee if they didn’t have a dedicated position.  However, it one might come to the conclusion that those libraries who support a dedicated position value outreach more formally, therefore also support a committee.  In libraries with non-dedicated positions, outreach performed on ‘as needed basis.’ This mirrors the literature.
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Salient Discoveries and Questions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Does enough outreach work exist in academic libraries to justify full-time outreach positions?  (One of the respondents in a dedicated outreach position reported that he/she only got to spend 25% of her work-time on outreach, and that she was “swamped most of the time.”) The time spent on outreach may be higher when factoring in involvement of other library staff membersBudget: There was little correlation between FTE, private, public institutions and outreach budget



What We Learned  

• Most common model of academic outreach is informal 
and ad hoc 
 

• Funding is often discretionary 
 

• Some studies point to specific outreach services that 
are effective 
 

• Further research is needed on: 
a) use of half-time appointments 
b) efficacy of outreach programs in era of tight budgets 
c) in-depth analysis of skill set for librarians in marketing 
and public relations positions 
 



Outreach Happens 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If libraries are to compete with exploding alternate information outlets, academic library outreach needs more formalized structures, articulated mission statements, and dedicated budget lines, in order to avoid the current model as described by one of our respondents, “Outreach Happens.”  



To read about the study, see 
 
Carter, T. M. & P. Seaman. (2011). The management and support of outreach in academic 
libraries.  Reference & User Services Quarterly: The Journal of The Reference and User 
Services Association (RUSA), 51(2), 163-171. 
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